
Women’s Tops 

The measurements on the size chart are body measurements. Find your correct size in the chart below. 

 

SIZE                               XS                    S                    M                  L 

 

BUST (CM)                  82-86              86-90             90-94            94-100 

 

WAIST (CM)                60-67             68-75             76-83            84-91 

 

HIP (CM)                     88-92              93-97           98-102           103-107 

 

If you’re on the borderline between two sizes, order the smaller size for a �ghter fit or the larger size for 
a looser fit. If your measurements for chest and waist correspond to two different suggested sizes, order 
the size indicated by your chest measurement. 

How To Measure 

BUST: Measure around the fullest part of your bust, keeping the measuring tape horizontal. 

 

Women’s Botoms 

 

SIZE                                XS                    S                    M                  L 

 

WAIST (CM)                60-67             68-75             76-83            84-91 

 

HIP (CM)                     88-92              93-97           98-102           103-107 

 

If you’re on the borderline between two sizes, order the smaller size for a �ghter fit or the larger size for 
a looser fit. If your measurements for chest and waist correspond to two different suggested sizes, order 
the size indicated by your chest measurement. 

How To Measure 

WAIST: Measure around the narrowest part (typically where your body bends side to side), keeping the 
tape horizontal. 

HIPS: Measure around the fullest part of your hips, keeping the tape horizontal. 

 

 

 

 



Men’s Tops 

 

The measurements on the size chart are body measurements. Find your correct size in the chart below. 

 

SIZE                                 S                    M                    L                    XL 

 

CHEST (CM)                 88-96             97-105          106-114          115-123 

 

WAIST (CM)                 73-76             77-80            81-84              85-88 

 

HIP (CM)                      88-96             97-105          106-114          115-123 

 

If you’re on the borderline between two sizes, order the smaller size for a �ghter fit or the larger size for 
a looser fit. If your measurements for chest and waist correspond to two different suggested sizes, order 
the size indicated by your chest measurement. 

How To Measure 

CHEST: Measure around the fullest part of your chest, keeping the measuring tape horizontal. 

WAIST: Measure around the narrowest part (typically where your body bends side to side), keeping the 
tape horizontal. 

HIPS: Measure around the fullest part of your hips, keeping the tape horizontal. 

 

Men’s Botoms 

 

SIZE                                 S                    M                    L                    XL 

 

WAIST (CM)                 73-76             77-80            81-84              85-88 

 

HIP (CM)                      88-96             97-105          106-114          115-123 

 

If you’re on the borderline between two sizes, order the smaller size for a �ghter fit or the larger size for 
a looser fit. If your measurements for chest and waist correspond to two different suggested sizes, order 
the size indicated by your chest measurement. 

How To Measure 

WAIST: Measure around the narrowest part (typically where your body bends side to side), keeping the 
tape horizontal. 

HIPS: Measure around the fullest part of your hips, keeping the tape horizontal. 

LEG LENGTH: Measure from the top of your inner leg to the botom of your leg. 


